
The turds of war: for some mysterious reason governments spare the obvious
targets

Description

Governments, hawks and warmongers of various persuasions have no problem invading countries,
carpet bombing their cities, murdering their citizens, boots on the ground, kicking down doors in
occupied areas, taking out “terrorists” or “freedom fighters”, blowing up schools, bus queues, wedding
parties and so on and so forth,

And they are not deterred by the human and material cost even when the country or community
attacked is itself armed with tanks missiles and planes.

Nor do they have problems tracking everyone and his cousin, closing bank accounts of dissident
truckers, bullying citizens into taking boobytrapped vacksadoodles they don’t need.

Governments all over the ruddy planet are at this sort of thing day in and day out.

No amount of illegal killing and mayhem is too much trouble for them or the warmongering loons who
can’t wait to get the next war started.

But when it comes to waging war on a real extant and ongoing evil such as human traffickers, people
who sell child sex slaves to perverts and suchlike, kicking down the doors of their gang leaders and
generally putting massive military resources to good use to stop an actual evil they are thoroughly
aware of, NOT ONE SINGLE GOVERNMENT ANYWHERE LIFTS A RUDDY FINGER.

Consider that if the human and material resources expended by the US government for to, say, invade
Iraq or Afghanistan or the Russian government to invade Ukraine, or  the Ukranian government to
attack Russian-speaking regions or Saudia Arabia to attack Yemen or Sudan are not too much to bear,
then the much smaller cost of taking out the HQ of a human trafficking cartel is not too much to ask
especially as doing so would be a tremendous boost to mankind.

How  about instead of shipping troops half way across the planet to kick down doors in remote villages,
how about kicking down the door of some scumbag trafficking human body parts or children for sex?
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And don’t tell me it can’t be done. If we can carpet bomb Baghdad and kill thousands of innocent
people on the flimsiest of pretexts then we can sure as hell shoot up some lair of degenerates.

Yet no government anywhere devotes its military might to taking out real human scum and rescuing
their victims from a life of hell.

Meanwhile the hawks and MIC front men are beating the drum yet again for war and yet again
legitimate targets for our firepower, the human slavers and pedos, the traffickers in body parts and
drugs, are ignored.

It is  not lack of capability. If we can muster the resources to attack other countries year in and year
out, then we can sure as hell do humanity a favour and eliminate human traffickers.

And our governments, CIA, FBI, MI5, MI6, Interpol and legions of other “security” agencies armed with
advanced electronics to track and monitor the citizenry know damn well who these people are and
where they are. If they don’t, then how come? Do they not track and monitor these people along with
all the people they do track and monitor? Or do they for some reason ignore them?

Human traffickers are spared the just and judicious deployment of our armed might not because our 
governments lack the capability.

But because they lack the will.

How come?
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